
USER GUIDELINES

Suno Studios is the fastest growing community to Book Jam rooms, Recording studios and

the related services in Bengaluru, India. As a community of artists, musicians and others, we

are all connected with art and music, forming trust bonds, public relation and should have

mature understanding over it. Anyhow we have User Guidelines that we’ve created and

actively enforced. We take violations of these User Guidelines seriously and may suspend or

terminate an Account for ongoing or serious violations. Fraudulent or illegal activity may

also be subject to legal action taken. We reserve the right to edit or remove content on our site

that violates these Community Guidelines or if we believe it adversely affects the integrity of

the Suno Studio community or it’s users.

These User Guidelines are part of and use words and phrases that are identified in our Terms

of Service (Services Agreement). If you have any questions about these User Guidelines or if

you believe that a user has violated these User Guidelines, please email us immediately at

contact@sunostudios.com.

A user must

1. Comply with all studio rules, policies, and booking agreement.

All the users (musicians, artists and others) who have booked a through Suno Studios

must only use the studio/instruments as described by the studio/Rental store listing

owner, and as agreed upon in the booking agreement. Studios take pride in their

space, the equipment, and their profession and will be expecting the same professional

respect and courtesy that they are providing.

2. Never engage in illegal or prohibited activity on studio premises.

All local laws are enforceable and studio owners can notify the authorities if laws are

being broken on their property or on their studio premises. Never engage in any

illegal activity on studio property or premises.



3. Respect others privacy and information.

Many studios are owned and operated by world-renowned professionals. Some

studios may also have well-known artists present at the studio during your booking. It

is professional and common courtesy to respect the privacy of the studios, others on

the premise, and the information of both the studios and professionals that may be

offering studio services. In some cases, studios may require artists to sign a

Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) at the studio prior to their booking and vice-versa.

If there is ever an issue with privacy, studio security, or studio rules, please send us an

email immediately at contact@sunostudios.com.


